
Don't forget the floor
The floor is such an obvious part of the interior that you would 
almost forget that it is the foundation for the entire house. A new 
floor is a beautiful base for your furniture and can turn a sober 
room into a harmonious place. IKEA sells low-maintenance floors 
for all tastes and budgets, and for every room, even wet rooms, on 
the floor or on the wall. They are all easy to lay and make your 
home feel like new.

Very easy
To lay a floor should be easy. That’s why all our laminated floors have 
a simple click system. Detailed instructions are included and almost 
all the necessary accessories and tools are also available from IKEA. 

GOOD TO 
KNOW
Laminated flooring can be 
laid on existing floors, with 
the exception of thick fixed 
carpet. Always use the NIVÅ
floor lining when laying 
laminated flooring (sold 
separately).When laying 
laminated flooring on 
concrete or stone, use 
SPÄRRA plastic foil (sold 
separately). MARKYTA wall/ 
floor tiles can be laid over 
existing tiles. The tiles must 
always be glued.

GUARANTEE
See the guarantee 
brochure for the 
conditions.

You receive a 10-year 
guarantee on TUNDRA 
& PRÄRIE laminate 
floors.

You receive a 15-year 
guarantee on GOLV, 
GRÄSMARK, MYRMARK, 
ÄNGSMARK laminated 
flooring and MARKYTA floor 
and wall tiles.

BUYING AID

FLOORS

All the products (shown here) may not be available at this store. Please contact a staff member or 
look at IKEA.com  for more information. For more detailed product information, see IKEA.com 
and the pricetag. All units require assembly.

10
year 

guarantee
for free

15
year 

guarantee
for free
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A new floor is a beautiful base for your furniture and can turn 
a sober room into a harmonious one. IKEA sells a large 
collection of laminate floors that fit with any type of interior. 
At IKEA you will find a suitable floor for every taste and 
budget. As of April 2018 our collection of laminate floors is 
totally renewed to even better fit our customers' wishes. 
More different types of floors; wide planks, narrow planks,  
herringbone pattern, you name it, and for every room, even 
wet rooms, on the floor or on the wall. All our laminate floors 
have a simple click system, which makes them easy to lay for 
everybody.

Next to our laminate floors we also started a new product: 
MARKYTA floor and wall tiles. These tiles can be applied in 
every type of room. Of course you can lay them on the 
floors of all the rooms in your home, but you can also use 
them to cover the walls, which makes them suitable for the 
bathroom or the kitchen. These tiles are fixed using glue. 
Our tiles provide a multifunctional solution for all the rooms 
in your home.
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CHOOSE THE RIGHT FLOORING
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CHOOSE THE RIGHT FLOORING 

32

This is the classification 
for a floor in a frequently 
used domestic 
environment, e.g. the 
living room, and for a 
floor with light wear in 
an office environment. 
Not for damp cellars, wet 
rooms or rooms with a 
floor drain.

This is the classification 
for a floor in a frequently 
used domestic 
environment, e.g. the 
living room, and for a 
floor with light wear in 
an office environment. 
Not for damp cellars, wet 
rooms or rooms with a 
floor drain.

This is the classification 
for a floor in a frequently 
used domestic 
environment, e.g. the 
living room, and for a 
floor with light wear in 
an office environment. 
Not for damp cellars, wet 
rooms or rooms with a 
floor drain.

This is the classification 
for a floor within a 
heavily used domestic 
environment,  e.g. the 
hall, kitchen and living 
room. Also suitable for 
a floor with normal 
wear in office and retail 
environments. Not for 
damp cellars, wet 
rooms or rooms with a 
floor drain.

Room/location: SLÄTTEN TUNDRA PRÄRIE GOLV

3

Easy Connect

6 mm

19.4 cm

3

IKEA Lock system ** 

7 mm

19.4 cm

10 years

3

IKEA Lock system ** 

7 mm

19.4 cm

10 years

4

IKEA Lock system ** 

8 mm

19.4 cm

15 years

Living room

Bedroom

Children’s room

Kitchen

Dining room

Hallway/entrance

Storage room

Utility room

Bathroom

Small business/public office

Home office/study 

AC-level *

Click locking system

Thickness

Plank width

Guarantee

4 side V groove

Light embossed surface 

Heavily embossed surface

* The common term used to denote the durability level of laminate flooring is its “AC” rating.
AC ratings are an abbreviated representation of a laminate’s resistance to abrasion, impact, stains and cigarette burns.

** The IKEA Lock system is 50% faster to install than regular locking systems.

In order to simplify things for customers, there is an 
official flooring classification system. The floors are 
classified according to how much wear the surface will 
tolerate. Wear is often greater in the hall and kitchen than 
in the bedroom. 

This is the reason why IKEA offers floors of different 
qualities. If you know where your floor is going, we can 
help you make the right choice by using the flooring 
classification below.
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32 32 32 32

This is the classification 
for a floor within a 
heavily used domestic 
environment,  e.g. the 
hall, kitchen and living 
room. Also suitable for a 
floor with normal wear 
in office and retail 
environments. Not for 
damp cellars, wet rooms 
or rooms with a floor 
drain.

This is the classification 
for a floor within a 
heavily used domestic 
environment,  e.g. the 
hall, kitchen and living 
room. Also suitable for a 
floor with normal wear 
in office and retail 
environments. Not for 
damp cellars, wet rooms 
or rooms with a floor 
drain.

This is the classification 
for a floor within a 
heavily used domestic 
environment,  e.g. the 
hall, kitchen and living 
room. Also suitable for a 
floor with normal wear 
in office and retail 
environments. Not for 
damp cellars, wet rooms 
or rooms with a floor 
drain.

This is the classification 
for a floor within a 
heavily used domestic 
environment,  e.g. the 
hall, kitchen and living 
room. Also suitable for a 
floor with normal wear 
in office and retail 
environments. Not for 
damp cellars, wet rooms 
or rooms with a floor 
drain.

Room/location: GRÄSMARK MYRMARK ÄNGSMARK MARKYTA
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Glue

3.2 mm

31 cm

4

IKEA Lock system ** 

8 mm

16 cm

15 years

4

IKEA Lock system ** 

8 mm

24.3 cm

15 years

4

IKEA Lock system ** 

8 mm

24.3 cm

15 years 15 years

-

Living room

Bedroom

Children’s room

Kitchen

Dining room

Hallway/entrance

Storage room

Utility room

Bathroom

Small business/public office

Home office/study 

AC-level *

Click locking system

Thickness

Plank width

Guarantee

4 side V groove

Light embossed surface 

Heavily embossed surface

* The common term used to denote the durability level of laminate flooring is its “AC” rating.
AC ratings are an abbreviated representation of a laminate’s resistance to abrasion, impact, stains and cigarette burns.

** The IKEA Lock system is 50% faster to install than regular locking systems.
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LAMINATE

LAMINATE FLOORS

SLÄTTEN laminate floor, 3 m2/pack.
Size 1 plank: 19.4×129 cm. Thickness 6 mm.
Maple effect 904.175.27 3.99/m2

TUNDRA laminate floor, 2.25 m2/pack.
Size 1 plank: 19.4×128.6 cm. Thickness 7 mm.
Oak effect 904.175.32 5.99/m2
Oak/Antique effect   104.175.31 5.99/m2 
Whitewash/maple effect  304.175.30 5.99/m2

PRÄRIE laminate floor, 2.25 m2/pack. With V groove. 
Size 1 plank: 19.4×128.6 cm. Thickness 7 mm.
Oak effect gray/brown 904.175.46 8.99/m2
Oak effect/white 604.175.43 8.99/m2 
Oak/Antique effect    704.175.47 8.99/m2 
Oak effect/gray  104.175.45 8.99/m2 
Oak effect   004.190.69 8.99/m2 
Oak effect/whitewash  204.190.68 8.99/m2

GOLV laminate floor, 2 m2/pack. With V groove. 
Size 1 plank: 19.4×128.6 cm. Thickness 8 mm.
Light Oak effect 304.175.68 12.95/m2
Oak effect 104.175.69 12.95/m2

ALL PARTS AND PRICES 

GRÄSMARK laminate floor, 2.01 m2/pack. With V 
groove. Size 1 plank: 16×128.6 cm. Thickness 8 mm.

Oak effect/dark gray 
antique effect 904.175.70 14.95/m2
Oak effect/light gray 
antique effect 004.164.76 14.95/m2

MYRMARK laminate floor, 2.12 m2/pack. With V groove. 
Size 1 plank: 24.3×128.6 cm. Thickness 8 mm.
Oak effect gray/brown 904.180.65 17.95/m2
White glazed oak effect  304.164.65 17.95/m2

ÄNGSMARK laminate floor, 2.12 m2/pack. With 
herringbone pattern. Size 1 plank: 24.3×128.6 cm. 
Thickness 8 mm.
Gray heterogeneous/oak effect 404.181.95 17.95/m2
Whitewash oak effect 804.164.77 17.95/m2

The primary objective of our various types of laminate 
floors is that they are easy to lay and that they appear 
natural. That is why most of our laminate floors have a V-
groove, which emphasises the effect of separate planks. 
TUNDRA and SLATTEN do not have this feature. We also 
tried to maintain a natural structure, emphasizing visible 
knots and the grain of the wood.

All our laminate floors have our simple IKEA Lock system, 
which makes them easy to lay. The planks are easily 
connected to each other and are instantly locked. The 
SLÄTTEN has an easy connect system. This system also 
locks the planks, but laying the floor is more time 
consuming. With the suitable floor lining you can also lay our 
laminate floors in rooms with underfloor heating.

IKEA Lock-system Easy Connect-click system
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ALL PARTS AND PRICES

EDGE MOLDING

SLÄTTEN edge molding, 200 cm. 

Maple effect 704.175.28 2.99

TUNDRA edge molding, 200 cm. 

Oak effect 604.190.71 2.99
Oak/Antique effect   504.175.34 2.99
Whitewash/maple effect 704.175.33 2.99

PRÄRIE edge molding, 200 cm. 

Oak effect gray/brown 504.175.48 2.99
Oak effect/white 104.175.50 2.99
Oak/Antique effect   304.175.49 2.99
Oak effect/gray 604.175.62 2.99
Oak effect 404.190.72 2.99
Oak effect/whitewash 404.175.63 2.99

SKIRTING BOARD

SLÄTTEN  skirting board, 200 cm.
Use glue to apply to the wall, available from the DIY 
store.

Maple effect 504.175.29 4.99

TUNDRA  skirting board, 200 cm. Height 5.8 cm.
Use glue to apply to the wall, available from the DIY 
store.
Oak effect 604.190.71 4.99
Oak/Antique effect 504.175.34 4.99
Whitewash/maple effect 704.175.33 4.99

PRÄRIE  skirting board, 200 cm. Height 5.8 cm.
Use glue to apply to the wall, available from the DIY 
store.
Oak effect gray/brown 904.175.65 4.99
Oak effect/white 504.175.67 4.99
Oak/Antique effect 704.175.66 4.99
Oak effect/gray 204.175.64 4.99
Oak effect 204.190.73 4.99
Oak effect/whitewash 004.190.74 4.99

LAVHED  skirting board, 200 cm. White.
Use glue to apply to the wall, available from the DIY 
store.
Height 6 cm 404.182.23 3.50
Height 8 cm 203.905.88 3.99
Height 12 cm 204.182.24 4.99

VIDESNÅR  skirting board, 200 cm. White.
Use glue to apply to the wall, available from the DIY 
store.

Height 6 cm 904.182.25 3.50

Height 8 cm 004.164.81 3.99
Height 12 cm 704.182.26 4.99

ACCESSORIES

TORV  inner corner FOR skirting board. 

White 502.859.96 1.99

TORV outer corner FOR skirting board. 

White 102.860.02 1.99

TORV  end cap for skirting board, 2 pcs. 

White 602.859.91 2.99

TORV  pipe coller, 2 pcs.
For radiator pipes with a diameter of 15, 19 and 
22 mm.
White 002.860.07 2.99

With the TORV accessories you can finish difficult corners 
and pipes.

FIXA  spacers.
To be used on all types laminate flooring. When laying 
the floor use a spacer every 50 cm.
30 pcs. 302.876.75 3.99

TORV end profile, aluminum color. To be used at the 
end of the floor, for example at the top of the stairs.
95 cm 602.934.58 3.99
200 cm 002.934.61 7.99

TORV connection profile, aluminum color. To be 
used between two parts of the floor, for example under 
a door.
95 cm 102.934.65 3.99
200 cm 702.934.67 7.99

TORV equaliser profile, aluminum color. To be used 
between two parts of the floor of different heights.
95 cm 802.934.62 3.99
200 cm 602.934.63 8.99



FLOOR LINING
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SPÄRRA plastic foil, 2×15 m. 30 m2/rol. For 
concrete or stone floors.

702.947.92 0.90/m2

NIVÅ floor lining 2 mm. 1.2×12.5 m. 15 m2/pack. 
For concrete, stone and/or even floors. Complies with 
the  EPLF® requirements for use in apartment 
buildings (20 dB noise reduction). Suitable for use with 
underfloor heating. 2 mm polystyrene. 
Heat insulation >=0.07m2 K/W

302.216.03 1.99/m2

NIVÅ floor lining 5 mm. 79×59 cm. 13 pcs. 
6.06 m2/pack. For wooden and/or uneven floors. 
Complies with EPLF ® requirements for use in 
apartment buildings (20 dB noise reduction). 5  
mm polystyrene. Heat insulation >= 0.18 m²K/W

803.215.87 2.99/m2

Existing floor:
You can keep  

the old flooring
You need to remove  

the old flooring

Make sure the 
floor is clean, dry 

and level

Use SPÄRRA 
plastic foil 

moisture barrier
NIVÅ floor lining

2 mm
NIVÅ floor lining

5 mm

Linoleum

PVC

Parquet

Cork

Wood

Stone *

Tiles

Wall-to-wall carpet

Concrete *

Floor with underfloor heating  **

Floor lining makes sure that small irregularities are 
covered and it levels the floor. In addition, the floor 
lining insulates and dampens noise. When choosing 
your floor lining you have to ask yourself how 
important these features are in your case. 

The thickness of the floor lining determines the amount of 
insulation and noise damping. NIVÅ floor lining with a 
thickness of 2 mm reduces noise by 20 dB, whereas NIVÅ 
floor lining with a thickness of 5 mm reduces noise by 22 
dB. In rooms with underfloor heating we recommend 2 mm 
floor lining. SPARRA foil is important as a floor lining for 
concrete floors, which may contain moisture and may 
cause the floor to expand.

* SPÄRRA  plastic foil should also be used in places where there is a possibility of moisture rising through the flooring.

**  Floors with electric heating coils must be thermostatically controlled so as not to get too hot (max 27°C). 
 We recommend professional installation.

ALL PARTS AND PRICES
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HOW MUCH DO YOU NEED?

Floor area in square metres 6 m2 9 m2 12 m2 15 m2 18 m2 20 m2 25 m2 30 m2 35 m2 40 m2

m2/pack price/m2

Floor lining

SPÄRRA plastic 
foil for stone and
concrete.

30 m2/rol 0.90 Number of 
rolls 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2* 2 2

NIVÅ 2 mm 
floor lining for
concrete and even 
floors.

15 m2/pack 1.99 Number of 
packs 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3

NIVÅ 5 mm 
floor lining for  
wooden and uneven 
floors.

6.06 m2/pack 2.99 Number of 
packs 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 5 6 7

Laminate floors

SLÄTTEN 3 m2 3.99 Number of 
packs 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 13 15

TUNDRA 2.25 m2 5.99 Number of 
packs 3 5 6 8 9 10 13 15 18 20

PRÄRIE 2.25 m2 8.99 Number of 
packs 3 5 6 8 9 10 13 15 18 20

GOLV 2.00 m2 12.95 Number of 
packs 4 5 7 9 10 11 14 17 20 22

GRÄSMARK 2.01 m2 14.95 Number of
packs 4 5 7 9 10 11 14 17 20 22

MYRMARK 2.12 m2 17.95 Number of 
packs 4 5 7 8 10 11 13 16 19 21

ÄNGSMARK 2.12 m2 17.95 Number of 
packs 4 5 7 8 10 11 13 16 19 21

*Take into account 20 cm overlap.

The table below helps you to calculate your flooring requirements per square metre room. The values in the table take into 
account 10% loss for cutting. However, it is recommended that you add one extra pack per room to allow for errors. Any  
unopened packs can be returned to IKEA. 



HOW TO LAY A LAMINATE FLOOR

10mm
3/8”

Key considerations and preparation 
1. Ensure you have the correct amount of flooring - more than

what you need. (you can always return full packs).

2. Leave the flooring in the room you intend to lay it in for at
least 48 hours in its packaging- this allows it to climatise.

3. Familiarise yourself with the instructions on the packet
ensuring you have all the correct tools.

4. First, make sure there is enough space for your underlay
material and new floor under any doors.

5. Make sure that the existing floor is clean, dry and level. If
your existing floor is made of concrete or stone, you
should always cover it with SPÄRRA plastic sheeting. All
floors also need NIVÅ floor lining in place.

6. For the best results lay the boards in the direction of the
incoming light.

7. Flooring expands and contracts with temperature
changes, so ensure you use the FIXA spacers around the
perimeter of your flooring.

8. The maximum width that you can lay in one piece is 8
meters wide and 12 meters in length. If you want to
lay larger areas, use a FIXA connection strip, for
example under a door.

9. Finally, for a neat finish you can create a nice looking
transition between the floor and walls by adding skirting
boards and/or edge molding.

10



FLOOR MAINTENANCE

Laminated flooring should never be sanded, waxed or 
polished. The hard wearing surface is easy to clean and 
maintain. Normal cleaning, such as sweeping, vacuuming 
and dry mopping if the floor is slightly dirty. Stains should 
be removed with a moist cloth. If needed, the floor should 
be damp mopped with a mild detergent and dried with a 
cloth. Soap, wax or floor polish should never be used on 
laminated flooring, because they leave a film that attracts 
dirt and dust. 

If the floor becomes damaged, you can replace one or 
several planks. Because laminated flooring doesn’t bleach 
from sunlight, you can replace an old plank with a new 
one without worrying about any differences in colour. 

Tip!
Take good care of your floor by using FIXA felt floor 
protectors under your furniture and KOLON floor 
protectors under things with rolling castors. It’s also a 
good idea to put a doormat in front of the entrance as 
an effective way to stop gravel and pebbles from 
coming in. Because laminated flooring is wood-based, 
it’s important to always wipe up any water from the 
floor. NOTE: Never pour water directly on the floor. 

11
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MARKYTA floor and wall tiles, 1.97 m2/pack. 
Size of 1 tile: 31.5×62.5 cm. Thickness 3.2 mm.
Beige stone pattern 604.164.78 29.95/m2
Grey stone pattern 104.182.29 29.95/m2

MARKYTA floor and wall tiles, 1.97 m2/pack. 
Size of 1 tile: 31.5×62.5 cm. Thickness 3.2 mm.
Dark grey concrete pattern 904.182.30 29.95/m2
Light grey concrete pattern 704.182.31 29.95/m2

MARKYTA floor and wall tiles 1.97 m2/pack. 
Size of 1 tile: 31.5×62.5 cm. Thickness 3.2 mm.
Dark grey stone pattern 504.210.79 29.95/m2
White spectrum stone pattern 104.210.81 29.95/m2

MARKYTA floor and wall tiles, 1.97 m2/pack. 
Size of 1 tile: 31.5×62.5 cm. Thickness 3.2 mm.

Ornament pattern 
grey/orange 504.182.46 29.95/m2

WALL/FLOOR TILES

MARKYTA wall and floor tiles are made from 
polypropylene and can be used in every type of room and 
on every type of floor or wall. They can be used for a 
back wall in the kitchen or in wet spaces like the 
bathroom!
Whether you like a stone pattern, a concrete look or one of 
our graphical patterns, the choice is yours!

ALL PARTS AND PRICES

Seal-joint system

MARKYTA floor and wall tiles, 1.97 m2/pack. 
Size of 1 tile: 31.5×62.5 cm. Thickness 3.2 mm.

Diamond pattern 
light grey/ dark grey 704.182.45 29.95/m2

MARKYTA floor and wall tiles, 1.97 m2/pack. 
Size of 1 tile: 31.5×62.5 cm. Thickness 3.2 mm.
Cirkel pattern black/white 004.182.44 29.95/m2

MARKYTA floor and wall tiles, 1.97 m2/pack. 
Size of 1 tile: 31.5×62.5 cm. Thickness 3.2 mm.
Small flower pattern light blue 502.182.32 29.95/m2

MARKYTA glue. Including glue comb. For 10-12 m2.

5.5 kg 704.266.79 49.95

Our tiles are easy to lay. Just apply a layer of MARKYTA 
glue to the floor or the wall and join the tiles by means of 
the seal-joint system. 
The size of the tiles can easily be made to fit by using a 
cutter or a saw. 



HOW MUCH DO YOU NEED?

Floor area in square metres 6 m2 9 m2 12 m2 15 m2 18 m2 20 m2 25 m2 30 m2 35 m2 40 m2

m2/pack price/m2

Wall and floor tiles

MARKYTA 1.97 m2 29.95 Number of
packs 4 5 7 9 10 11 14 17 20 23

Glue

MARKYTA glue 10 m2 Number of 
buckets 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4

The table below helps you to calculate how many packs of tiles and glue you need. The values in the table take into account 
10% loss for cutting. Any unopened packs can be returned to IKEA.

HOW TO LAY A TILE FLOOR

You can lay no more than 
12 meters in width and/or 
length in one piece.

Markyta can be used over 
existing tiles. The surface 
must be flat.

Easy to adjust the size. 
Just cut 2-3 times with a 
sharp knife and break the 
tile.
Holes for taps and pipes 
can be made using a hole 
saw.

Use our MARKYTA glue 
for applying the floor/wall 
tiles.

Suitable for rooms 
with underfloor 
heating, max 27°C.

Not suitable for rooms 
with electric  
underfloor heating.

When using the tiles as a 
back wall in the kitchen, it is 
sufficient to apply te glue in  
streaks.

13



MAINTENANCE OF FLOOR AND WALL TILES
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The hard wearing surface is easy to clean and maintain. 
Normal cleaning, such as sweeping, vacuuming and dry 
mopping if the floor is slightly dirty. Stains should be 
removed with a moist cloth. If needed, the floor should be 
damp mopped with a mild detergent and dried with a 
cloth. Laminated flooring should never be sanded, waxed 
or polished. Never use abrasive products or products with 
chlorine or bleach.

Tip!
Protect your floor by using FIXA felt floor protectors under 
your furniture and KOLON floor protectors under furniture 
with rolling castors. It’s also a good idea to put a doormat 
in front of the entrance as an effective way to stop gravel 
and pebbles from coming in.
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Customer information: IKEA.com. Subject to typing and printing errors.
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Picking and delivery service 
If you choose our picking and 
delivery service, we do all the heavy 
work for you. We collect all the 
furniture from your shopping list 
and we deliver everything to your 
home.  

Transport service
Most of our products are flat 
packed and designed to easily fit 
in your car. However, if you 
prefer, we can deliver everything 
to your home.  

Need extra hands?We 
have more than enough
Do you want to do everything yourself? Or do you prefer someone else doing it 

for you? We can help you with whatever you want. Just choose one of our 

services. For all our services and prices, see IKEA.com/services

Order & pick up service 
Place your order online and collect 
everything at the shop 4 hours 
later. 


